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 5 
Summary  6 
Path integration is a widespread navigational strategy in which directional changes and distance 7 
covered are continuously integrated on an outward journey, enabling a straight-line return to 8 
home. Bees use vision for this task – a celestial-cue based visual compass, and an optic-flow 9 
based visual odometer – but the underlying neural integration mechanisms are unknown. Using 10 
intracellular electrophysiology, we show that polarized-light based compass-neurons and optic-11 
flow-based speed-encoding neurons converge in the central complex of the bee brain, and 12 
through block-face electron microscopy we identify potential integrator cells. Based on plausible 13 
output targets for these cells, we propose a complete circuit for path integration and steering in 14 
the central complex, with anatomically-identified neurons suggested for each processing step. 15 
The resulting model-circuit is thus fully constrained biologically and provides a functional 16 
interpretation for  many previously unexplained architectural features of the central complex. 17 
Moreover, we show that the receptive fields of the newly discovered speed neurons can support 18 
path integration for the holonomic motion (i.e. a ground velocity that is not precisely aligned 19 
 2 
with body orientation) typical of bee-flight, a feature not captured in any previously proposed 20 
model of path integration. In a broader context, the model-circuit presented provides a general 21 
mechanism for producing steering signals by comparing current and desired headings – 22 
suggesting a more basic function for central-complex connectivity from which path integration 23 
may have evolved. 24 
 25 
Keywords: Navigation, path integration, central complex, Polarized light, optic flow, circuit 26 
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Introduction  29 
Animals with a fixed nest use diverse sensory cues to ensure that they can return home after 30 
extended foraging trips. One widespread yet sophisticated strategy for carrying out this task is 31 
path integration [1,2]: the animal continuously integrates the distance covered in each direction 32 
over the duration of the outbound foraging trip to generate a homeward-pointing vector that 33 
allows a straight-line return to the nest. This ‘allothetic’ path integration, i.e., maintenance of an 34 
estimate of location relative to a world-based frame of reference (hereafter referred to as path 35 
integration for brevity), uses a combination of different self-generated motion cues in most 36 
animals. In bees however, visual information alone is key to this task [1], making them uniquely 37 
accessible for identifying the neural components involved. Celestial skylight cues, such as 38 
polarized light, are used as a compass reference [3], while image-motion across the retina (optic 39 
flow), caused by the movement of the bee through its environment, is used for estimating 40 
distance (visual odometer) [1,4]. Across the planet, bee species perform this behavior in a large 41 
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variety of sensory environments, suggesting that the underlying neural mechanisms are both 42 
robust and conserved. However, despite rich behavioral data, the neural basis of path integration 43 
in bees, or insects in general, is unknown, although several hypothetical circuits have been 44 
proposed (reviewed and compared in [5]). One region of the insect brain that plays a prominent 45 
role in orientation behaviors is the central complex (CX), a conglomerate of highly conserved 46 
brain compartments [6]. In migratory locusts and fruit flies this region houses an ordered array of 47 
compass neurons, which encode heading based on celestial visual cues in the locust [7] and 48 
based on a combination of visual and self-motion cues in Drosophila [8]. Additionally, the 49 
activity of individual CX-neurons can reliably predict intended movement directions in freely 50 
walking cockroaches, indicating direct involvement in steering [9]. These and similar findings 51 
place the CX on the boundary between higher-order sensory processing and behavioral planning. 52 
We here provide a biologically constrained, computational model of the CX that combines novel 53 
physiological findings with highly conserved anatomical properties of CX-neurons found across 54 
insects to provide a coherent account of how path integration and homeward steering could be 55 
implemented in this neuropil.  56 
 57 
Results 58 
Visual compass sensing in the bee CX 59 
Integrating an outbound foraging path requires sensing of direction and speed, and in most 60 
arthropods the directional information is obtained from external celestial compass cues. To build 61 
a realistic model of path integration based on the bee CX, we thus first needed to identify visual 62 
compass neurons in bees. In locusts and butterflies polarized-light information is relayed to the 63 
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CX via a highly conserved neural pathway [10,11], which, in locusts, has been shown to produce 64 
an ordered array of compass neurons, suited to encode heading in a global reference frame due to 65 
the fixed relation between E-vector angle and solar azimuth [7]. In flies, homologous cells also 66 
encode head direction, suggesting that mapping of directional space in the CX is a shared feature 67 
across insects [8,12]. These cells encode head-direction based on visual landmark cues, but are 68 
also updated by self-motion cues in the absence of vision [8], a finding recently confirmed in 69 
cockroach head-direction cells [13]. As bees possess specialized eye regions for perceiving 70 
polarized light [14,15] and use a polarized-light based compass during foraging, we first ask 71 
whether polarized-light based compass neurons also exist in the bee CX (Figure 1). For 72 
physiological recordings, we focused on the CX of the tropical nocturnal bee Megalopta genalis 73 
[16] (Figure 1A). These bees forage at times of the day when polarized skylight provides the 74 
single most reliable directional cue in their rainforest habitat and they possess all optical 75 
specializations typical for polarized-light perception [15]. Bees were captured with light traps 76 
directly from their natural habitat in Panama during foraging flights and tested within two weeks 77 
of capture. We successfully recorded from 160 Megalopta bees to test responses of CX-neurons 78 
to linearly polarized light (Figure 1B-H) by continuously rotating an artificial sky above the 79 
animal (Figure 1C-E). We found strong sinusoidal modulations of firing frequency in response to 80 
this stimulus (i.e. polarized-light tuning) in ten neurons. The neurons showed an average tuning 81 
width of 50˚ and a difference in tuning between clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations of 53˚ 82 
on average, with anticipatory tuning optima, i.e., during clockwise rotations the optimum was 83 
shifted counter-clockwise with respect to the average tuning and vice versa for counter-84 
clockwise rotations (Figure 1E-H). This phenomenon has been found in compass neurons of 85 
other species and, in locusts, has been proposed to aid correct compass encoding during fast 86 
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body rotations [17]. None of the cells tested (5 out of 10 cells) responded strongly to large-field 87 
motion cues presented in a 360˚ LED arena and showed no or only weak responses to a bright 88 
bar moving around the bee (tested in 9 out of 10 cells), demonstrating that the recorded neurons 89 
are selectively encoding polarized-light based compass cues (Figure S1). Seven compass neurons 90 
were analyzed anatomically. All arborized in the lower division of the central body (ellipsoid 91 
body in flies; Figure 1B), a part of the CX tightly associated with compass encoding in migratory 92 
insects and a key component of the Drosophila head direction network [8,10,11]. Indeed, both 93 
identified neuron types with compass-like activity in Megalopta (6x TL, and 1x CL1-neurons) 94 
are either homologous to the GABAergic (inhibitory) ring-neurons or to the E-PG-neurons that 95 
comprise the head direction system of the Drosophila CX. These cells make up an estimated 5-96 
10% of all CX-neurons and identical neurons have been described in detail in locusts [18,19], 97 
monarch butterflies [10] and dung beetles [20] with physiological responses to polarized light 98 
that are highly similar to those in Megalopta. Additionally, we identified bee-counterparts of all 99 
remaining locust compass neurons, occupying the protocerebral bridge (PB) (TB1-neurons; 100 
anatomically identified) and the upper division of the central body (CBU, fan-shaped body in 101 
flies) (CPU1-neurons; anatomy and physiology) (Figure 1B, S4). Together these findings 102 
strongly suggest that the CX serves as an internal compass in bees as well. 103 
 104 
Optic flow sensing in the bee CX 105 
The second requirement for path integration is an odometer, which for the bee requires neurons 106 
that encode translational information from optic flow to converge with visual compass 107 
information [4]. Recent evidence from Drosophila and cockroaches shows that the CX houses 108 
neurons sensitive to large-field motion cues [21-23]. During intracellular recordings from CX-109 
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neurons we presented large-field optic flow stimuli (high-contrast sinewave gratings moving at 110 
different speeds) to bees located in the center of a 360˚ LED arena (Figure 2A). Two types of 111 
CX-neurons responded strongly to translational optic flow, whereas they were invariant to 112 
compass stimuli (tested in 5 of 14 recordings; Figure S1). Both selectively provided input to two 113 
CX compartments called the noduli and were named noduli tangential neurons (TN-neurons). 114 
They had extensive input branches in the lateral regions of the central brain in one brain 115 
hemisphere and innervated large parts of the ipsilateral nodulus with dense, blebbed fibers 116 
(Figures 2B, S2; Movie S1). The two types differed in the location, extent and shape of their 117 
input fiber projection fields (Figures 2B, S2; Movie S1). Physiologically, TN2-cells were excited 118 
by simulated forward flight (Figure 2D,G/H) increasing firing approximately linearly with 119 
stimulus velocity, up to a sustained peak activity of approximately 150 impulses/s at a stimulus 120 
velocity of 90˚/s. This grating velocity matches the preferred optic flow of Megalopta in flight 121 
tunnels and their ground speed of 20 cm/s [24], which is significantly slower than that of other 122 
bees [24]. This cell type could thus serve as a neural speed indicator, and may correspond to 123 
cockroach neurons that increase activity with increasing walking speed of the animal [9,25], 124 
resembling speed-cells in the rat entorhinal cortex [26]. In contrast, TN1-cells were inhibited by 125 
simulated forward flight but were strongly excited by simulated backwards flight (peak activities 126 
of up to 200 impulses/s; Figure 2C,E/F). In approximately half the neurons of that type the neural 127 
response outlasted the stimulus by a few seconds (Figure 2C,E), a characteristic that could 128 
constitute a low pass filter providing the bee’s odometer with a smooth optic-flow based speed 129 
signal in a discontinuous, complex environment of fast changing spatial density (e.g. forests).  130 
Both cell types responded more weakly or not at all to rotational optic flow (Figure 2I-L), 131 
even at higher velocities up to 160˚/s, despite identical grating parameters (contrast, velocity, 132 
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spatial frequency), suggesting that the response must be determined by antagonistic directional 133 
tuning within different regions of the neuron’s receptive fields. By mapping receptive fields with 134 
a narrow, bright bar moving around the bee, we thus analyzed the local directional tuning 135 
preferences of each cell (Figure 3A). TN-neurons responded strongly to this stimulus and 136 
received information from the entire panorama (Figure 3B). Like many optic lobe cells (e.g. 137 
[27,28]), the neurons possess preferred and anti-preferred motion directions within their 138 
receptive fields, and several of these regions with opposite directional tuning tiled the visual 139 
space around the animal (Figure 3C-F). Four different receptive field signatures could be 140 
distinguished. Each of them had a characteristic pattern of local tuning preferences that allowed 141 
us to predict four different optimal expansion points for translational optic flow that were offset 142 
from the body axis between 25˚ and 75˚ either to the right or to the left (average behind the bee: 143 
135˚, average in front of the bee: 48˚; Figure 3C-G). The preference in optic-flow expansion 144 
direction towards either the right or the left side of the body axis was determined by the 145 
hemisphere in which each TN-cell was located. As only a subset of the recorded optic-flow 146 
processing neurons could be characterized anatomically (7 out of 14), we used these 147 
characteristic receptive field structures to infer neural identity of the non-dye injected recordings.  148 
The predicted point of expansion for translational optic flow based on local tuning 149 
preferences was directly tested and confirmed in one recording (Figure 3H). Based on the 150 
average values resulting from the receptive field analysis, we thus extrapolated that this set of 151 
cells likely encodes four cardinal directions of movement (Figure 3I), thereby forming a basis for 152 
encoding holonomic movements (i.e. movements during which the body axis is not aligned with 153 
the movement direction) in the bee’s flightpath.   154 
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We additionally recorded and characterized an example of a TN2-neuron in the 155 
bumblebee Bombus terrestris (Figure S3). The detailed morphology of bumblebee TN-cells in 156 
the noduli was examined by block-face electron microscopy, which revealed that indeed there 157 
are only two large tangential input neurons per nodulus (i.e. four individual neurons per brain) 158 
that resembled Megalopta TN1- and TN2-neurons. Each of them possessed many hundreds of 159 
synaptic outputs (active zones) associated with large pools of synaptic vesicles (Figure 4I,J), 160 
showing that TN-neurons provide input to the noduli. The identical morphology in two distantly 161 
related species suggests that these cells have evolved more than 100 million years ago [29] and 162 
might be part of the core network of the bee CX.  163 
 164 
A plausible substrate for integration of speed and direction 165 
To reveal the postsynaptic partners of the speed cells, we carried out additional block-face 166 
electron microscopy of the bumblebee noduli. Through tracing neurites in low and medium 167 
resolution images (Figure 4E,G) we found between 16 and 19 columnar neurons for each of the 8 168 
CX bundles (per hemisphere) that showed overlapping arborization domains with TN-cells 169 
(Figure 4F,H). These fibers follow an identical trajectory as columnar CPU4-neurons that were 170 
co-stained with TN-cells recorded in Megalopta (Figure 4A), closely resembling identical cells 171 
from other species [30-33]. These cells are characterized by three arborization regions, one in the 172 
PB, one in the contralateral nodulus, and a third branch in the upper division of the central body 173 
(CBU, fan-shaped body in flies). As only the most medial parts of the PB were included in even 174 
the largest image stack (low resolution stack), we were only able to trace 19 out of 141 neurons 175 
to their  origin in the PB (19 of 35 in the medial two bundles). Whereas the fine branches in the 176 
PB were either below the resolution of the data or outside the imaged region, we identified fibers 177 
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in the CBU in most cells (122 of 141; 18 of 18 for two bundles), while all cells innervated the 178 
noduli. With the exception of two CL2-neurons per bundle, which project to the CBL instead of 179 
the CBU and originate in a different part of the noduli, all cells in the traced CX bundles are thus 180 
most likely CPU4-neurons. Using this reasoning for the higher resolution datasets (only covering 181 
one nodulus) to infer CPU4-neuron identity, we found strong evidence that TN-cells and CPU4-182 
cells are not only in close proximity, but indeed form synaptic contacts (Figure S4I-N). 183 
 As CPU4-cells have input terminals in the noduli as well as in the PB they are ideally 184 
suited to integrate speed signals from the noduli with compass signals from the PB. 185 
Unfortunately, not much is known about the function of these cells in any species: preliminary 186 
recordings in Megalopta have revealed responses to translational optic flow in CPU4-cells (data 187 
not shown), while in locusts these cells show context dependent responses to compass stimuli 188 
[19].  189 
 Crucially, the third projection area of CPU4-neurons provides output to the CBU, which 190 
houses the dendrites of the columnar CPU1-neurons. These cells are the largest columnar 191 
neurons of the CX and have been described anatomically in many species [20,30-35] (they 192 
comprise the ‘horizontal fiber system’ in Drosophila [31,35]). Functionally, they have been 193 
studied in locusts, butterflies and dung beetles, and consistently respond to visual compass 194 
stimuli. The latter was confirmed in Megalopta by preliminary recordings (Figure S3). Based on 195 
their anatomical and physiological properties [7,20,30,33] CPU1-cells have been suggested to be 196 
postsynaptic to neurons of the PB and likely to provide a main output pathway from the insect 197 
CX.  198 
 Across all species examined to date, CPU1-cells converge in a premotor control region, 199 
the lateral accessory lobe (LAL) [7,20,30-33]. This brain region contains neurons descending to 200 
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the thoracic motor centers and detailed work in the moth Bombyx mori has shown that it is 201 
involved in generating steering commands in response to pheromone pulses [36,37]. This 202 
potential direct role of CX output cells in initiating steering responses was recently confirmed in 203 
cockroaches, in which neural activity in the CX directly influences reflex circuits in the thorax 204 
for steering [9]. Thus, in principle, the bee CX contains all elements for a path integration circuit 205 
that has the potential to integrate speed and compass signals and relays this information to motor 206 
control centers. We now present a detailed proposal for how this computation could take place. 207 
 208 
A proposed circuit for path integration  209 
The model presented in Figure 5 combines data from the current study with anatomical 210 
constraints based on the assumptions that, first, input and output regions of CX-cell types (cell 211 
polarity) can be reliably inferred from morphologically distinct fiber terminals (smooth versus 212 
blebbed) (compare e.g. [7,30,33] with [31,32]) and second, that overlapping fibers with opposite 213 
polarity are synaptically connected. Effectively, this excludes impossible connections and 214 
assumes all other connections exist, which is likely an over simplification, but, in the absence of 215 
sufficient direct connectivity data, allows us to generate systematic, plausible connections 216 
between all major CX cell-types. These are dictated directly by their interhemispheric projection 217 
patterns (Figures 5B-E, S4E), which have been observed consistently across a range of insects 218 
[30,31,33] (see below and Methods for further details of the evidence for each assumed circuit 219 
element). In the following we propose a functional interpretation of these data that constitutes a 220 
complete model for path integration. 221 
 The PB (Figure 5A) receives input from columnar cells of the ellipsoid body/lower 222 
division of the central body (CL1, Figure 5F) [38,39], characterized as compass neurons in flies 223 
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[8], locusts [19], butterflies [10], beetles [20] and bees (this work). Our model assumes that each 224 
of the eight multiglomerular TB1-neurons in the PB directly receives this input and, in 225 
accordance with data from flies [8,38-40], is tuned to one specific azimuth direction and together 226 
they tile the azimuth around the animal with a resolution of 45˚ (Figure 5A,B). The proposed 227 
mutual connections of TB1-neurons onto one another follow a specific pattern suggested by the 228 
distribution of their dendrites (Figure 5B), which is conserved at least across locusts, butterflies, 229 
beetles and bees [7,20,33]: TB1-cells have no input fibers in PB-columns that neighbor their 230 
output fibers, while the density of input fibers is highest in columns most distant from output 231 
fibers. TB1-cells are likely inhibitory [7], and thus their cross-connectivity could form a ring 232 
attractor [41], which allows potentially noisy directional inputs to produce a stable single ‘bump’ 233 
of activity - more explicitly, we propose the circuit stabilizes as a sinusoidal activity pattern with 234 
its peak in the direction of strongest directional input. The ring attractor hypothesis is consistent 235 
with both recent observations and recent models of PB activity in Drosophila [38-40,42]. Thus, 236 
in our model, the activity of the TB1-neurons represents the current head direction of the bee. 237 
 Through their output fibers each TB1-neuron is proposed to inhibit two types of 238 
columnar neurons, CPU4- and CPU1-cells (Figure 5C,E). As described earlier in this paper, 239 
CPU4-cells, occurring in 18 copies per CX-column, also receive input from TN ‘speed’ neurons 240 
in the noduli. We hypothesize that all CPU4-neurons of each columnar bundle form recurrent 241 
microcircuits between the PB and the noduli to provide a basis for an activity-based memory, in 242 
a manner similar to that theorized in e.g. [43,44]. The possibility of a recurrent circuit is 243 
supported by the mixed appearance (combined input and output regions) of terminals of CPU4-244 
neurons in both the noduli and the PB in confocal images (Figure 4B,C) and EM data that 245 
confirm both types of synapses in these neurons in the noduli, including synapses 246 
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interconnecting likely CPU4-cells. Nevertheless, given the lack of substantial physiological data 247 
from CPU4-neurons in any species, we emphasize that this role as memory units is purely 248 
speculative, but generates a concrete prediction: by continuously integrating the speed 249 
information from optic flow in proportion to the input from TB1-neurons, these units could 250 
encode the distance travelled in each compass direction, i.e., serve as direction-locked 251 
odometers.  252 
 Note that by combining excitatory TN-speed input with inhibitory TB1-direction signals, 253 
the proposed CPU4-memory will increase proportionally to the bee’s speed in columns opposite 254 
to the current flight heading (Figure 5H), and moreover will be shifted by +45˚ in one 255 
hemisphere, and -45˚ in the other, corresponding to the offset in optimal optical flow expansion 256 
observed in left and right TN-cells (Figure 3I) with which they overlap (the noduli connections 257 
are contralateral only; Figure 4A,F). If the animal’s motion is not directly aligned with its head 258 
direction, the rate of accumulation in each hemisphere will differ, but will, in a distributed form, 259 
represent the inverse of the actual motion, i.e., the correct home vector (Figure S6). 260 
 In the CBU, the anatomy suggests that the CPU4-cells connect to CPU1-cells both 261 
directly (Figure 5C,D) and indirectly via pontine cells (Figures 5E, S4E,F). Pontine cells have 262 
been found in the CX across many species, and connect single columns of the CBU between the 263 
right and left brain hemispheres [30,33-35,45-47]. CPU1-cells also appear to get direct input 264 
from TB1-cells in the PB (Figure 5F). Importantly, CPU4- and CPU1-neurons do not follow the 265 
same projection pattern: neurons of both types originating in one PB column make connections 266 
in different columns of the CBU, offset by one column to either the right or the left [30,31,33]. 267 
We propose that this allows CPU1-neurons to effectively compare the current heading 268 
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(inhibitory TB1-activity) and the desired heading (CPU4-encoded home vector) and thereby 269 
generate a steering command (Figure 5I).  270 
 The functional principle of the model-circuit can be best understood by using a force-271 
directed graph layout to reveal the underlying logic of the complex cross-hemisphere and 272 
column-shifted connections between TB1-, CPU4- and CPU1-neurons (Figure 5G). We 273 
emphasize that this connectivity pattern was entirely derived from anatomy and not proposed 274 
specifically to support the function we now suggest. All right hemisphere CPU1-cells (light blue) 275 
will be activated by the difference between the current heading (green TB1-input) and the home 276 
vector (yellow CPU4-input) shifted leftwards by 90˚ relative to the TB1-input. This shift is due 277 
to the 45˚ columnar offset of CPU4- to CPU1-projections, plus the 45˚ offset (relative to zero) of 278 
the preferred expansion point of TN-neuron input to CPU4-cells in that hemisphere. Similarly, 279 
the left hemisphere CPU1-cells (dark blue) will be activated by the difference between the 280 
current heading (green TB1) and a 90˚ rightwards shifted home vector (orange CPU4). Thus, the 281 
circuit as a whole ‘evaluates’ whether a left or right rotation would produce a better match 282 
between the current heading and the memory (Figure S6). Due to the separate path integration in 283 
each hemisphere, it would be possible for the output amplitude of one hemisphere to exceed the 284 
other as a result of non-symmetric holonomic flight, rather than a better directional match to 285 
memory. However, the two outputs for corresponding directions are normalized by subtractive 286 
inhibition from the cross-connecting pontine neurons (Figures 5I, S4E,F). Thus the relative 287 
output of left and right CPU1-cells provides the steering signal needed to align the animal with 288 
its home vector. As path integration is assumed to be always operating, during a return route the 289 
memory in CPU4-cells will gradually become equal in all directions and when the home location 290 
is reached, there will no longer be a difference in output from the steering cells. 291 
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 We note here that the steering principle we have described, a consequence of the CPU4-292 
CPU1 columnar offset, could be a general purpose mechanism by which the CX compares an 293 
animal’s current heading to its desired heading to generate an appropriate correction. We return 294 
to this point in the discussion. 295 
 296 
Demonstrating the robustness of the model through simulation 297 
We implemented a computational model of this anatomically plausible circuit using rate-based 298 
neurons and tested it in an agent simulation (Figures 6,7; Movie S2; in the Methods and Figure 299 
S6 we also mathematically demonstrate the function by adapting a known algorithmic 300 
framework [48]). Tested with random outbound routes, the agent homes directly to within a few 301 
steps of its starting location, where it automatically produces an emergent search pattern (Figure 302 
6A; Movie S2). The homing ability is not affected by biologically relevant amounts of 303 
holonomic movements that are typically produced during bee flight (±45˚) [49,50]. These 304 
simulation results match the theoretical expectations. During the outbound route, the shifting 305 
head-direction bump of TB1-activity leads to accumulation of two sinusoidal activity patterns in 306 
the CPU4-neuron populations in each brain hemisphere (Figure 6B), which then control steering 307 
in the correct direction on the return trip. While homing, the continuously operating integrator 308 
rebalances the memory activity, and in the absence of a stopping criterion, produces the observed 309 
search patterns. Due to the continuous memory update the agent can also deal with forced 310 
deviations on its homeward path (Figure 6C). The search patterns and response to deviations 311 
resemble behavioral data from ants [51]. The memory capacity depends on assumptions about 312 
the rate of accumulation and decay, but for the settings used here, routes of up to 5000 steps still 313 
produce accurate return paths (Figure 6D), whereas very long routes (>20,000 steps) start to 314 
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saturate the memory, although this still allows recovery of a correct heading direction while 315 
undershooting in distance (Figure 6E).  316 
 To test whether the presented circuit can function in a real-world environment we 317 
implemented the same model on a robotic platform (Figure 6F, Movie S3), using camera-318 
perceived optic flow and inertial-rotation based compass estimation as inputs. The robot 319 
successfully performs path integration under these realistic conditions: after a random outbound 320 
journey taking the robot 6-12 m away from the origin, the CX circuit guided it back to within an 321 
average of 16 cm of home (SD 11.1 cm; n=10). 322 
In repeated tests, the network is robust to added noise of 10-20%, generating highly 323 
accurate homing until the outbound route extends beyond the capacity of the memory cells 324 
(Figure 7A).  Using a criterion from bee experiments, the ‘disappearance direction’, we see that 325 
the direction in which the agent sets out for home is tightly constrained around 0˚ (Figure 7B), 326 
and the route taken is quite direct (Figure 7C). In addition to varying the neural activity noise and 327 
the route distance (Figure 7A,D), we tested how robust the model is to perturbations of several 328 
model parameters. For each test, N=2000 homing tasks were completed for each parameter 329 
value: 1000 trials at default neural activity noise (10%) and 1000 at no noise. The homing 330 
accuracy was assessed by the minimum distance from home achieved by the agent.  331 
First, we tested the effects of varying the connection weights between cells (Figure 7E). 332 
Fixed noise on the weights is less likely to balance out over time than additive noise at each time 333 
step, causing an intrinsic bias and making it more detrimental to the system. However, despite a 334 
weight-noise variance of up to 5%, the network was still able to achieve good homing behavior. 335 
To test whether the rotation-dependent offset in the preference angle of the compass input 336 
neurons (TL and CL; Figure 1G) affects the circuit, we mimicked the experimental data in the 337 
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model by gradually increasing the difference angle between rotation directions. As in the 338 
experimental results, peak activity would always pre-empt the preference angle. In these tests, 339 
there was not a strong effect over the range tested, although performance improved somewhat 340 
with a small tuning shift (compared to no shift), similar to the one observed in the bee neurons 341 
(Figure 7F). This could be due to counteracting lag from the signal propagating through the 342 
model, especially due to the dynamics of the TB1 ring attractor.  343 
As we have used idealized values of lateral offset in the preferred angle of optic flow 344 
expansion for the model speed neurons (TN) (Figure 3I), we tested the effects of perturbations in 345 
the angular offsets by systematically changing the preference angle of optic flow expansion. An 346 
angle of 0 is equivalent to assuming that the speed cells in each brain hemispheres respond 347 
optimally to a point of expansion directly in front, which would result in the two CPU4-neuron 348 
populations integrating the path identically. For noise-free experiments, the agent homed with 349 
similarly good performance at all preference angles smaller than 45˚. For trials with neural noise, 350 
the best angle was around 45˚, corresponding to the experimentally measured average value in 351 
bee TN-neurons (Figure 3G). In both tests, as angles exceeded 60˚ homing ability decreased 352 
smoothly (Figure 7G). For paths with random holonomic motion, the inaccuracy this introduces 353 
tends to cancel out and we do not see a substantial difference in results (Figure 7G). However, if 354 
we force the agent to move continuously in one direction while facing another direction, this 355 
encoding produces predictable and substantial error in the home vector, which does not occur for 356 
the (biologically observed) 90˚ separation of expansion preference direction (Figure S7D-F). 357 
Next, we increased the speed of the agent, so that the TN-neurons would reach saturation, 358 
i.e., be unable to correctly represent the highest speeds. Acceleration was increased up to three 359 
times the default value, which had been set to provide a full range of neural activity. Initially, 360 
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barely any drop in path integration performance was noticeable, because only a small proportion 361 
of motion occurs at the highest speeds. As speed increased beyond 1.5× we saw a degradation of 362 
performance and the agent undershoots during homing (Figure 7H). Finally, TN-input was 363 
smoothed to mimic the sustained responses shown in Figure 2E, which also lead to a gradual 364 
decline in homing precision (Figure 7I).  365 
The main conclusion from these tests is that the properties of the model are robust. Failure 366 
can arise if the limits of the network are exceeded in terms of noise tolerance and memory or if 367 
cell tuning-curves are shifted too far from their ideal preference angles, but small changes of any 368 
parameter do not cause catastrophic failures of the model. The use of rate-based neurons, and the 369 
assumption that CPU4 activity can simply accumulate, are clearly abstractions; in future work 370 
we need to verify that use of spiking neurons does not limit the practical performance (e.g. 371 
accuracy, memory limit), although we are confident that the basic principle of operation will 372 
carry over. 373 
 374 
Discussion 375 
We have presented a biologically constrained circuit model for path integration that combines a 376 
previously well-described compass network with speed-sensing neurons reported here for the 377 
first time, and which makes concrete predictions about synaptic connectivity consistent with all 378 
available functional and anatomical data across insect species.  379 
Several highly conserved structural features of the insect CX gain relevance through our 380 
model. The anatomically-inspired eight-fold encoding of compass directions has the advantage 381 
that geometric operations such as taking sine and cosine can be obtained by making a single 382 
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column shift of activity in opposite directions, providing a first suggestion as to why the CX 383 
across most insects consists of 2x8 vertical slices. The distinct sensory pathway transmitting 384 
translational optic flow information to the CX reveals a function for the CX-noduli, a region 385 
present in all flying insects, but of hitherto unknown function. The conserved complex pattern of 386 
dendritic and axonal fibers in the multiglomerular TB1-neurons is the core of the ring attractor 387 
circuit. The characteristic connectivity schemes of different types of columnar neurons (CPU4, 388 
CPU1) fully account for the functions necessary for memory and steering. Finally, the 389 
functionally undescribed CX-pontine cells, the last remaining cell-class of the CX that is also 390 
present in all species examined [30,33-35,45-47], are crucial in maintaining the balance between 391 
outputs of the two hemispheres.  392 
Furthermore, with the TN-speed neurons we have functionally characterized a new 393 
component of the CX-circuitry. The identical morphology of these cells in two distantly related 394 
species suggests that these cells have evolved more than 100 million years ago [29] and might be 395 
part of the core network of the bee CX. As both species inhabit vastly different sensory 396 
environments, our recordings from Megalopta provide the basis for future investigations 397 
comparing multiple species physiologically. These will be able to address how the CX-circuitry 398 
has adapted to the demands of specific habitats and illuminate quantitative differences in the 399 
sensory encoding of information underlying navigation behavior.  400 
Head direction encoding has been firmly established as a functional feature of the 401 
Drosophila PB [8,38-40] and ring attractor dynamics have been experimentally demonstrated to 402 
underlie this direction code [38-40]. Our model of a TB1-neuron based ring attractor 403 
complements these recent models of Drosophila ring attractors, which are based on recurrent 404 
connections between the CBL and the PB (via E-PG- and P-EN-neurons [39,52]). Specifically, it 405 
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suggests a basis for the global inhibition across the PB that was postulated in those models. 406 
Whether the ring attractor circuit in the bee also includes homologous counterparts of the 407 
recurrent E-PG- and P-EN-neurons from Drosophila (called CL1 and CL2 neurons in other 408 
insects), remains to be shown, but circuitry to maintain the bump in the temporary absence of 409 
external input, and to shift it according to cues for self-rotation, would be fully consistent with 410 
our model. We simply assume that external compass input dominates when available, as it is not 411 
subject to cumulative drift. More importantly, our model circuit provides a first account of how 412 
the head-direction code present in the PB can be used to drive behavior. Nevertheless, as this 413 
recent work shows, there is still much to be discovered about the functional capacities of this 414 
circuit. 415 
 The proposed model of path integration relates to several previous hypothetical neural 416 
models. The concept of a head direction circuit controlling (speed-dependent) accumulation of 417 
activity on a circular array of units, producing a ‘distributed’ home vector, has been used in 418 
several computational models, utilizing vastly different numbers of directional memory units 419 
(from 3-100) [53-58]. As discussed in [5] this encoding can be considered a redundant or 420 
generalized form of Cartesian encoding (i.e., using more than 2 axes), particularly if the head 421 
direction encoding used across the units is a cosine function of direction. Cartesian encoding 422 
(taking the sine and cosine of the movement vector, and keeping a running sum of each) was first 423 
suggested theoretically as a ‘bi-component’ model [59] and implemented in a neural model three 424 
decades later [60]. All these models differ in how the homing control is achieved. Most similar to 425 
the mechanism proposed here is that described in [53] which also activates sets of left and right 426 
steering cells by the combination of the current direction and a right or left shifted memory, to 427 
determine if right or left rotation by the agent will improve the match between the current 428 
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heading and the home vector. However, conceptually, our circuit can be better interpreted in the 429 
terms proposed in [48]. In that model, the current direction is represented as a sinusoidal activity 430 
pattern across an array of neurons. A corresponding memory array accumulates these inputs, at a 431 
rate corresponding to speed. The resulting memory activity is thus also a sinusoid, with the home 432 
vector direction represented by the phase, and home vector length by the amplitude. The readout 433 
for steering in that model involves cells that “have receptive fields on both neuron arrays [current 434 
direction and memory] that are displaced relative to one another” [48] to detect deviation to the 435 
left or right. Strikingly, our model, which was derived from anatomical considerations, 436 
essentially differs from this model only in its use of two memory arrays, receiving orthogonal 437 
speed inputs, which enables holonomic path integration as described above. 438 
Besides suggesting functional relevance for anatomical features of the insect CX and 439 
implementing a model for path integration completely constrained by CX anatomy, our model 440 
produces a range of concrete predictions that open up multiple new lines of structural, 441 
physiological and behavioral research. Firstly, since the CPU4 columnar cells are the proposed 442 
physical substrate for path integration memory, this suggests memory capacity is linked to the 443 
number of parallel CPU4-neurons per CX-column. Thus, path-integrating insects should in 444 
principle have more CPU4-cells compared to species with different navigational strategies. This 445 
is also applicable if males and females of the same species differ in their behavioral strategy, as 446 
is frequently the case in bees. Second, as the homing vector is hypothesized to be represented by 447 
ongoing recurrent neural activity, the path integration memory should be less stable compared to 448 
memory laid down by synaptic remodeling (e.g. in the mushroom body) and thus be more prone 449 
to experimental disturbance, e.g. via brain cooling at the beginning of a homing flight. Third, 450 
physiologically, our network predicts that during path integration the activities of CPU4-cells 451 
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and pontine cells should increase over time and that specific patterns of activity across the CX 452 
result from specific outbound flights. Although it would not be trivial to generate the right 453 
motivational and behavioral conditions, these patterns, and the accumulation of activity, are in 454 
principle observable by electrophysiology or functional imaging. Finally, our model can also be 455 
tested in behavioral experiments. Manipulating optic flow to introduce controlled biases during 456 
outbound routes (e.g. generating the impression of continuous backwards flight, or excessive 457 
flight speed) as well as direct manipulations of neuronal activity, e.g. via current injection, can 458 
be used to mimic conditions that break our model in simulations in predictable ways (Figure S7).  459 
In a broader context, the proposed circuit compares the animal’s current heading with its 460 
desired heading and initiates compensatory steering commands in case of a mismatch. The same 461 
model circuit, with fewer recurrent CPU4-neurons per CX-column, could store an ongoing 462 
direction of movement, allowing steering back to the desired direction in case of disturbance 463 
[61,62]. Alternatively, CPU4-neurons could permanently encode the migratory heading of long 464 
distance navigators, such as the monarch butterfly. Furthermore, during all behavioral episodes 465 
where CPU4 neuron activity (e.g., encoding path integration memory) does not drive behavior 466 
(e.g., on the outward exploratory route) it is necessary that memory and steering are decoupled. 467 
Our proposed steering mechanism could meanwhile compare the current heading encoded in the 468 
PB with other information arriving at the dendritic trees of CPU1 neurons in the CBU. In line 469 
with this idea, the CBU receives input from many areas of the insect brain [33,35,63], which 470 
could deliver information about the animal’s desired heading in different sensory/motivational 471 
contexts. Our model circuit could therefore support any situation in which the animal needs to 472 
adjust its current direction to match some ‘desired’ direction, e.g., alignment with a landmark, 473 
through the same ‘compare the match for left and right rotation’ principle. This implies that the 474 
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input to CPU1 from CPU4 can be switched off (gating the use of the home vector) or is affected 475 
by other contextual, motivational or sensory information, most likely within the CBU. While 476 
there is no direct evidence for this state-dependent (exploring vs. homing) switch in active 477 
synaptic transmission, there is strong evidence for state-dependent change in neural signaling in 478 
the CX in general [19,64], combined with a rich variety of neuromodulator expression in this 479 
region [65,66]. This simple expansion of our model could thus also explain behaviors such as 480 
steering towards landmarks, choosing between targets, and following routes; and may 481 
additionally provide a basis for combining diverse directional cues into a single coherent action.   482 
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Figure 1. Compass-neurons of the bee central complex.  682 
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(A) Brain of the sweat bee Megalopta genalis (body-length: 1-2 cm; photo: A. Narendra). 683 
Highlight/inset: compass regions.  (B) 3D-reconstructions of polarized-light-sensitive compass-684 
neurons based on intracellular injections.  (C) Schematic stimulus: rotating, large polarizer, 685 
illuminated with an array of UV LEDs (artificial sky).  (D) Recording trace from individual TL-686 
neuron during polarizer-rotation (bottom: membrane voltage; top: sliding-average mean activity).  687 
(E) Tuning of two TL-neurons (one on each brain hemisphere) to polarized-light angle for 688 
clockwise (blue; 360˚-0˚) and counter-clockwise (orange; 0˚-360˚) filter rotations (binned mean 689 
activity, individual rotations). Black circles: background firing rate.  (F) Distribution of tuning 690 
angles for clockwise rotations (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) rotations.  (G) Distribution 691 
of difference angles between CW and CCW tunings (mean ± SD is indicated numerically).  (H) 692 
Tuning curves of all recorded compass neurons (n=10); normalized to peak activity, minimum 693 
activity set to zero, peak activity shifted to 0˚, tuning width measured at half-maximal excitation. 694 
Black curves: population mean. Mean width ± SD indicated for each graph. Abbreviations: CBL, 695 
lower division of the central body; CBU, upper division of the central body; PB, protocerebral 696 
bridge; NO, noduli; MBU, medial bulb; LBU, lateral bulb; LAL, lateral accessory lobes; GA, 697 
gall. Scale bars: 100 µm; brain in (A), 200µm. See also Figure S4. 698 
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 699 
Figure 2. Neurons of the bee central complex are sensitive to translational optic flow.  700 
(A) Schematic illustration of recording setup. The bee was placed inside a 360˚ LED arena that 701 
was used to display rotational (clockwise and counter-clockwise) and translational (forward and 702 
backward) optic flow. (B) 3D-reconstructions of TN1 (left) and TN2-neurons (right) registered 703 
into a common reference brain (additional morphologies in Fig. S2). Left: neurons embedded in 704 
whole brain; right: neurons with central complex only. Note that both cell types exist in both 705 
brain hemispheres. VLNP, ventrolateral neuropils; remaining abbreviations see Figure 1. (C,D) 706 
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Voltage traces from intracellularly recorded cells responding to front-to-back (top) and back-to-707 
front (bottom) translational optic flow. First green line: grating presented; second green line: 708 
motion onset; red line: motion stop. TN1-neuron (C), TN-2 neuron (D).  (E,G) Activity of the 709 
same neurons to different stimulus velocities (–90˚/s to 90˚/s (blue to red); values: ±10, ±30, ±60, 710 
±90˚/s). Vertical lines as in (C,D). (F,H) Normalized mean activity during the final 2 s of each 711 
stimulus bout of TN1-neurons (F; n = 5) and TN2-neurons (H; n = 3). Colored circles: mean; 712 
grey circles: individual data-points; solid line: background activity (± SD, grey lines). (I/K) 713 
Responses to rotational optic flow at different spatial frequencies of the same neurons as (E/G).  714 
(J/L) Mean responses to rotational optic flow of the same neurons as (F/H). In (J) responses were 715 
tested only in four out of five cells from (F); shown only for cells located in the right brain 716 
hemisphere (n = 3), as preferences for clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations were inverted 717 
for left-side cells.  See also Figure S1,S2,S3. 718 
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 719 
Figure 3. Receptive fields of optic-flow-sensitive neurons define encoded movement space.  720 
(A) Top: stimulus for receptive-field mapping was a green bar moving around the bee at constant 721 
speed. Bottom: schematic display of flattened arena used for graphs in (C-F).  (B) Typical neural 722 
response to a moving bar of a TN1-neuron. Top: gliding average of spike rate; bottom: spike 723 
train. Ramps indicate movement of bar, either clockwise (cw) or counter-clockwise (ccw). (C) 724 
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Mean normalized activity (thick curve) during receptive field mapping of TN1-neurons shown 725 
with individual response curves. Yellow traces: cw movement; green traces: ccw movement. 726 
Responses of neurons in right (n=6) and left brain hemispheres (n=2) are approximately mirror-727 
symmetric, but directionally inverted (e.g. green curve on the right mirrors yellow curve on the 728 
left). Different parts of the receptive fields are preferentially tuned to cw or ccw movement, with 729 
null-points with no observable tuning indicated by red lines. (D) Flow-fields indicating local 730 
directional tuning preferences of TN1 neurons, mapped onto spatial extent of the LED arena. 731 
Grey arrows indicate that the tuning could result from any position along the vertical axis of the 732 
arena (elevation range covered by the bar stimulus). (E,F) As in (C,D), but for TN2-neurons. 733 
Responses are inverted compared to TN1-neurons (left: n=2; right: n=3). (G) Calculated null-734 
points (red) without directional tunings displayed in a circular diagram for both cell-types and 735 
both brain hemispheres. Blue lines: Average null-point assuming axial symmetry of responses 736 
(i.e. frontal null-point is opposite of posterior one), predicting an optimal point of optic-flow 737 
expansion. Arrows around the circle are based on flow fields in D/F. In TN2-cells of the left 738 
brain hemisphere a range of angles without clear tuning preference occurred and is indicated in 739 
red, with null-crossings of tuning preferences shown as dotted lines. (H) Responses to 740 
translational optic flow with different expansion-points (45˚ intervals) of one of the neurons in C 741 
(from left brain-hemisphere). Resulting preferred expansion point (black arrow) matches 742 
predictions from G (blue arrow). Red circle: background activity. I, Idealized preferred 743 
expansion points of TN-neurons from both brain hemispheres, which were used as a basis for 744 
modeling.  See also Figure S2,S3. 745 
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 746 
Figure 4. Speed neurons are presynaptic to proposed integrator cells.  747 
(A) 3D-reconstruction of six CPU4-cells (colored) simultaneously stained with a single TN1-748 
neurons (grey) from Megalopta genalis. Shown together with 3D surface reconstruction of 749 
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central-complex (CX) neuropils (CBU, upper division of the central body; PB, protocerebral 750 
bridge; NO, noduli). The eight central-complex columns are numbered in the PB.  (B-D) 751 
Maximal intensity projections of intracellularly filled CPU4-neuron arborizations in the PB (Bi, 752 
Bii), noduli (Ci,Cii), and the CBU (Di,Dii); two examples shown for each neuropil. Polarity of 753 
cells is clearly presynaptic in CBU, but inconclusive in PB and noduli, suggesting mixed 754 
terminals. (E) Single section from low-resolution (voxel size: 100x100x100 nm) block-face 755 
electron-microscopical image-stack of the bumblebee CX.  (F) 3D tracing of all neurons 756 
innervating the right nodulus (based on image stack in E). Colors correspond to confocal data in 757 
A and indicate columnar identity. Fiber trajectories and arborizations in the CBU match the 758 
confocal data and allow identification of all 16-19 traceable cells per column as likely CPU4-759 
cells.  (G) Single section from medium-resolution (voxel size: 23x23x50 nm) data stack from the 760 
bumblebee.  (H) CPU4-neurons from each CX-column possess overlapping projection fields 761 
within one nodulus, a prerequisite for possible microcircuits within the noduli. Shown are three 762 
to five cells from each bundle.  (I,J) Single sections from high-resolution image stack (voxel-763 
size: 11.5x11.5x50 nm) revealing synaptic vesicles associated with active zones (arrowheads) 764 
within TN-cells directly opposite of likely CPU4-cells (colored as in (H)).  (K) Surface 765 
reconstruction of one terminal branch of each TN-neuron (grey; TNx and TNy, as identity cannot 766 
be established as TN1 or TN2 based solely on noduli fibers). Clearly identifiable active zones are 767 
highlighted in magenta. Three columnar neurons postsynaptic to TN-cells (colors according to 768 
bundle identity) are also reconstructed and were traced to their bundle of origin.  (L-M) Detailed 769 
3D-views of contact points of three CPU4- and TN-cells (arrowheads) shown in (I,J). Scale bars: 770 
A/E/F, 50 μm; B-D,G/H, 20 μm; K, 2 μm; I/J/L-N, 1 μm. 771 
 772 
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 773 
Figure 5. Deduction of circuit-model from anatomically plausible connections in the central 774 
complex.  775 
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(A) 3D reconstruction of the Megalopta genalis central complex (CX); posterior view. 776 
Enlargement: Schematic protocerebral bridge (PB) with columnar organization highlighted. 777 
Proposed head-direction tuning of direction cells indicated for each column (based on data from 778 
flies [8]. (B) Projection pattern of TB1-neurons in the PB; direction tuning indicated as arrows; 779 
green columns: output fibers; yellow columns: input fibers.  (C-E) Schematic interhemispheric 780 
projection patterns of  CPU4-neurons (C), CPU1-neurons (D), and pontine neurons (E).  (F) 781 
Principal connections of all cell-types included in the proposed path integration circuit. Shown 782 
are all connections of one TB1 direction cell irrespective of columnar identity of individual cells 783 
(only two out of six connections to other TB1-cells are shown). (G) Ring-like topology of 784 
proposed path integration circuit, obtained using a force-directed graph. Neurons are arranged in 785 
three layers: Direction cells (TB1), memory cells (CPU4), and steering cells (CPU1), with 786 
connections matching the interhemispheric projection patterns in B-E. Only one CPU4 cell per 787 
column is drawn (representing the entire columnar population). Connections between TB1-788 
neurons form a ring attractor network (solid lines: connections of one cell; dashed lines: 789 
remaining cells; line thickness: connection strength). CPU1-neurons receive inputs from CPU4-790 
neurons with a rightwards (yellow) or leftwards (orange) shift relative to their TB1-input. 791 
Arrows: directional tuning (TB-neurons), integrated direction preference (CPU4-cells). Pontine 792 
neurons were omitted for clarity. (H) Illustration for memory acquisition during outbound 793 
journey. Width of lines indicates activation strength. Memory accumulates opposite to outbound 794 
heading direction and is encoded as two partial vectors (each generated by the CPU4-cell 795 
population on one brain hemisphere). (I) Illustration of how memory is combined with current 796 
heading to generate an imbalance between the right and left CPU1-neuron population activity. 797 
The activity in each cell is indicated by the height of the bars above the cell-indices. Current 798 
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heading: green arrow (bottom); target direction encoded by memory (black arrow). Activity of 799 
TB1 (inhibitory) and CPU4-cells (excitatory) are compared by CPU1-cells. Due to the one-800 
column shift between CPU1 and CPU4 projections, this results an imbalance in the combined 801 
CPU1 output that initiates turning towards the target. Pontine neurons have the identical activity 802 
as CPU4 cells (not shown) and normalize the memory output from each CPU4 population by 803 
subtractive inhibition of neurons with opposite directional tunings. For a more mathematical 804 
explanation of how the steering signal in generated see Figure S6B-D. Abbreviations see Figure 805 
1.  See also Figure S4,S5,S6. 806 
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 807 
Figure 6. The biologically constrained circuit successfully performs path integration.  808 
(A) Example trace: The agent is driven on a random outbound journey (variable speed, 1500 809 
steps), during which the circuit accumulates memory. For return, the steering cells guide the 810 
agent back to its origin. Close to the nest, the agent automatically initiates searching behavior, 811 
similar to path-integrating insects.  (B) Activity of all neurons in the circuit over time during the 812 
trial in A. Each cell is represented by one line over time. Cells of the same type are arranged 813 
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according to columnar identity, revealing activity bumps within the protocerebral bridge (PB). 814 
Neural noise: 10%; firing rate normalized to peak rate within each cell-type. Cell indices 815 
correspond to columns of the PB according to Figure 5A. (C) Same outbound route as in A, but 816 
obstacles present during homing. (D,E) Performance of the circuit during longer outbound 817 
journeys. After correct homing for up to 5000 step long outbound routes (D), the agent begins to 818 
undershoot during the inbound journey, while maintaining the correct heading, during longer 819 
runs (E). This indicates that memory capacity is exceeded during the outbound journey.  (F) 820 
Example trace of robot path integration trial. Line: trajectory of the robot; circles: position 821 
estimate based on CPU4 neuron readout. Inset: Robotic platform for circuit implementation.  See 822 
also Figure S6,S7. 823 
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 824 
Figure 7. The proposed path integration circuit is resilient to disturbance.  825 
(A) Performance during increasingly longer outbound journeys and increasing neural noise. 826 
Closest distance to nest during homing (mean ± SD from 1000 runs) plotted against length of 827 
outbound journey.  (B) Distribution of angular deviations from true home after initiation of 828 
steering (10˚ bins, 1000 trials) for different noise levels (colors as in A).  (C) Deviation from the 829 
best possible route (straight line) during homing (10% noise). C: distance covered towards the 830 
nest after L steps, (L = straight-line distance to nest); L/C = path tortuosity (average: 1.150).  (D-831 
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H,I) Responses to disturbances reveal the robustness of the circuit. Plotted is the closest distance 832 
to home during homing after a 1500 step random outbound route against different types of 833 
disturbances (mean ± SD). Dashed grey line: 20 step home range used to illustrate successful 834 
homing.  (D) stochastic noise in the sigmoids of each neuron. The 0.1 level was also used for all 835 
remaining trials (blue curves; green curves are without sigmoid noise).  (E) Effect of randomly 836 
varying synaptic weights. (F) Effect of shifting clockwise and counter-clockwise preference 837 
angles of compass signal. Orange line: Value found for Megalopta compass neurons (Figure 1). 838 
(G) Effect of deviation of translational optic-flow preference axis from the bee’s body axis in 839 
TN2-neurons. Orange line: Average value obtained in Megalopta TN-neurons (Figure 3). (H) 840 
Effect of actual speed exceeding capacity of speed neuron (TN2) coding range.  Right: Example 841 
routes show that the agent undershoots, but maintains the correct heading, when speed neurons 842 
saturate during outbound route.  (I) Effect of low-pass filtering of the speed signal (as found for 843 
TN1-neurons). Right: Example of how a smoothed speed signal affects homing.  844 
  845 
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STAR Methods 846 
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING  847 
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be 848 
fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Stanley Heinze (stanley.heinze@biol.lu.se). 849 
 850 
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS  851 
Adult bees of the genus Megalopta (species M. genalis and M. centralis) were caught from the 852 
wild using light traps (white sheets illuminated by a bright light source containing UV 853 
wavelengths). Traps were placed ca. 2 m above ground within small canopy openings of the 854 
tropical forest on Barro Colorado Island (field station of the Smithsonian Tropical Research 855 
Institute), located in the Panama Canal, Panama. Trappings were carried out during the activity 856 
phase of the bees between 4:30 am and 5:30 am in the morning, i.e. during early morning 857 
twilight. Caught bees were kept individually in 50 ml plastic vials, equipped with two cotton 858 
balls, one soaked in honey solution as well as one soaked in water. Vials were kept at room 859 
temperature in a dark secondary container (small amounts of natural light were allowed to reach 860 
the bees to ensure continuous circadian entrainment). Bees were used for experiments within two 861 
weeks after capture to ensure healthy condition. With few exceptions used bee were large to 862 
medium sized females.  863 
Female bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) were obtained from a commercial supplier 864 
(Koppert, Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands) and kept at room temperature in a room sized 865 
flight cage at Lund University, Sweden. Feeders with honey solution were available at all times. 866 
 867 
 868 
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METHOD DETAILS  869 
Visual stimulation 870 
For visual stimulation, we developed a new virtual reality environment combining a 360˚ 871 
panoramic LED arena (consisting of 96 LED-arrays of 8x8 570 nm LEDs, mounted on 872 
FlyPanels-G3, controlled by a panels display control unit; IO-Rodeo, Pasadena, USA) with an 873 
artificial sky. The arena had an angular resolution of 1.5˚ and covered 55˚ of vertical space 874 
(equal parts above and below the horizon). The artificial sky consisted of a planar array of UV 875 
LEDs (365 nm) illuminating a large polarizer (BVO-UV, Boldervision; 88˚ of dorsal space) 876 
mounted on a custom-built rotation stage (Prototypverkstaden, Lund, Sweden) driven by a Micos 877 
DT-50 rotation stage (controlled via MoCo controller; Micos). All LED panels as well as the 878 
rotation stage were controlled via an integrated, custom designed MATLAB-based software.  879 
Polarized-light stimuli were applied by switching the LED illumination of the sky on and 880 
rotating the polarizer through 360˚ at constant speed (60˚/s or 30˚/s) clockwise and counter-881 
clockwise (as seen from the animal’s point of view).  882 
Optic-flow stimuli were shown in stereotypical series of individual stimulus bouts separated 883 
by darkness. Each bout consisted of 0.5 s stationary display of the stimulus pattern followed by 3 884 
s of movement at constant velocity, followed by 3 s of darkness. As patterns, we used sinus-885 
gratings of different spatial frequencies (ranging from 0.017 cycles/˚ to 0.067 cycles/˚) at 886 
maximal contrast, moving at velocities between 10˚/s to 160˚/s. For translational optic flow, the 887 
stimulus moved clockwise in one hemisphere and counter-clockwise in the other hemisphere, 888 
while the entire panorama moved in one coherent direction during rotational optic flow.  889 
Receptive fields were mapped using a narrow vertical stripe (width: 7.5˚) that moved 890 
around the entire panorama at constant speed (60˚/s) either clockwise or counter-clockwise. Each 891 
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stimulus consisted of two clockwise rotations followed by two counter-clockwise rotations. The 892 
bar was introduced into the arena behind the bee and remained stationary for 0.5 s before 893 
movement commenced. Control voltages were recorded for all stimuli, indicating the timing of 894 
displayed frames in the virtual reality arena and the angular position of the rotation stage 895 
controlling the polarizer. 896 
 897 
Electrophysiology 898 
Intracellular recordings were carried out with sharp-tipped electrodes (resistance 50-150 M) 899 
drawn from borosilicate glass capillaries (Sutter P-97 puller). Bees were cooled on ice 900 
(bumblebees in freezer) until immobile and waxed to a plastic holder. Legs and wings were 901 
removed for increased stability of the preparation. The head capsule was opened frontally 902 
between the antennal base and the ocelli, and air-sacks and fat tissue were pushed aside or 903 
removed if necessary. The brain surface was shortly exposed to Pronase (crystals applied 904 
directly), after which the neural sheath was removed with tweezers. A silver wire was placed in 905 
the ventral part of the head (near mandibles) as reference electrode. After placing the preparation 906 
in the center of our virtual reality arena (vertical orientation), the recording electrode (tip filled 907 
with 4% neurobiotin (Vector Laboratories) in 1M potassium chloride, backed up with 1M 908 
potassium chloride) was frontally inserted into the brain using the antennal lobes and the vertical 909 
lobes of the mushroom body as landmarks (Sensapex micromanipulator, stepping mode). Target 910 
areas were the noduli and the central body of the central complex (CX). Once cells were impaled 911 
and the stimulation protocol was successfully tested, a depolarizing current (1-3 nA) was applied 912 
to iontophoretically inject neurobiotin into the recorded neuron in most experiments.  913 
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Recordings were performed throughout the day on 160 female worker bees (with the 914 
exception of very few male Megalopta). With few exceptions, only one cell was recorded and 915 
analyzed per bee to ensure a clear correspondence between anatomy and physiology. Whenever 916 
the recording was lost before dye injection, the physiology of more than one cell was recorded, 917 
but never were two cells of the exact same type encountered within the same bee in these cases. 918 
Therefore, for physiological data the number of cells always equals the number of bees used for 919 
the displayed cell population. Signals were amplified with a BA-03X amplifier (NPI) (Panama 920 
setup) or a SEC05-LX amplifier (NPI) (Sweden setup), digitized using CED-1401 micro 921 
(Cambridge Electronics Design), and recorded with Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronics 922 
Design). All recordings were performed at room temperature (20-25˚C). 923 
 924 
Histology for light microscopy 925 
Neurobiotin injected brains were processed as follows. Injected brains were removed from the 926 
head capsule and fixed in neurobiotin fixative (4% paraformaldehyde, 2% saturated picric acid, 927 
0.25% glutaraldehyde) over night at 4˚C. Brains were transferred to 0.1M PBS until further 928 
processing. After rinsing the brains for 4x15min in PBS, they were incubated with Streptavidin 929 
conjugated to Cy3 (1:1000, in 0.1M PBT (PBS plus 0.3% TritonX-100)) for 3 days. The brains 930 
were then washed (4x20 min PBT, 2x 20 min PBS) and dehydrated in an increasing ethanol 931 
series. Finally, they were cleared in Methyl salicylate and mounted in Permount (between two 932 
coverslips, separated by spacers).  933 
Immunohistochemical stainings were performed to visualize the boundaries of brain 934 
regions, in particular the CX. Antibodies against the synaptic protein Synapsin (monoclonal, 935 
mouse antibodies; obtained from Drs. Erich Buchner and Christian Wegener) were used for this 936 
purpose [68]. Brains were dissected and fixed in Zinc-Formaldehyde fixative [69] (overnight at 937 
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4˚C). After washing in Hepes-buffered saline (HBS, 8x30 min; [69]), the brains were subjected 938 
to a permeabilization step (85 min incubation with a fresh mixture of DMSO and Methanol 939 
(20:80)) and washed 3x 10 min in Tris-HCL buffer. After pre-incubation in normal goat serum 940 
(NGS, 5% in PBT), the brains were incubated with the primary antibody solution (anti-Synapsin, 941 
1:25, in PBT with 1% NGS) for 5-6 days at 4˚C. The brains were washed in PBT (8x 30 min) 942 
and incubated with the secondary antibody solution (goat-anti-mouse antibody conjugated to 943 
Cy5, 1:300, in PBT with 1% NGS) for 4-5 days at 4˚C. After washing (4x 30 min PBT, 2x 30 944 
min PBS) the brains were dehydrated, cleared and mounted as described above.  945 
 946 
Block-face electron microscopy 947 
Bumblebee brains were dissected in fixative (4% paraformaldehyde, 2% glutaraldehyde, in 948 
Cacodylate-buffer) overnight at 4˚C. After washing 4x 15 min in 0.1M PBS, the brains were 949 
embedded in albumin/gelatin and postfixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde. To cut out the 950 
region of interest (central-complex noduli), a single thick section (200 µm) was cut from each 951 
brain using a vibrating blade microtome. These sections were stored in PBS until further 952 
processing.  953 
 Samples were then rinsed in PBS buffer for 5 min, before osmification (in 2% osmium 954 
tetroxide and 1.5% potassium ferricyanide, aqueous solution) for 1 h at room temperature. Then, 955 
samples were washed in pure water (3 x 5 min) and incubated for 20 min in thiocarbohydrazide 956 
solution (1% aqueous), washed in pure water (3 x 5 min) and incubated for another 30 min in 957 
osmium tetroxide (2% aqueous; room temperature). After more rinsing (3 x 5 min) in pure water, 958 
samples were transferred into 1% uranyl acetate for overnight incubation at 4˚C. Finally, the 959 
samples were incubated with lead aspartate (after 3 x 5 min washing in pure water) for 60 min at 960 
60˚C (oven). After more washing (3 x 5 min pure water), the samples were dehydrated in an 961 
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increasing ethanol series (20%, 50%, 70% 90%, 2x 100%; 5 min each). Next, the samples were 962 
slowly infiltrated with a mixture of Durcupan and ethanol (25%, 50%, 75%, 2 h each), before 963 
transferring them to 100% Durcupan overnight. After transferring to fresh Durcupan for 2 h, 964 
samples were embedded in fresh resin for 48 h at 60˚C. Samples were embedded in a thin layer 965 
of resin (just enough to cover the sample). They were trimmed and mounted onto aluminum 966 
stubs using 2 part conductive silver epoxy. 967 
 968 
Imaging and image processing 969 
Electron-microscopical imaging was carried out using a Zeiss Sigma VP scanning electron 970 
microscope equipped with a Gatan 3view. Low resolution scans were obtained with a voxel size 971 
of 100 x 100 nm (field of view: 400 x 400 µm) in 100 nm steps at 2 kV, medium resolution scans 972 
were done with a voxel size of 23 x 23 nm (field of view: 95 x 95 µm) in 50 nm steps and at an 973 
energy of 2 kV, while high-resolution scans were carried out with a voxel-size of 11.5 x 11.5 nm 974 
at an energy of 2 kV (field of view: 46 x 46 µm) in 50 nm steps. Acquired images of each stack 975 
were aligned and several consecutive imaging runs were merged into one continuous stack using 976 
Amira 5.3 software. After contrast optimization, the image stack was down-sampled to 8 bit 977 
image depth. This enabled use of the Skeletonize plugin for Amira [50] to perform neuron 978 
tracing, as well as to perform image segmentation (Amira segmentation editor).  979 
 Neuron profiles were traced manually by adding short, straight skeleton segments linked 980 
by branchpoints. The midline of large branches was automatically fitted to match the image 981 
information. The same tracing was carried out in both the high-, medium- and low-resolution 982 
stacks. For low-resolution stacks only the main neurite and the largest branches of cells were 983 
traceable, albeit over longer distances. Neuropil boundaries of the noduli were generated after 984 
down-sampling the image stack to 1x1x1 µm voxel size. We used the segmentation editor of 985 
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Amira to manually segment key cross sections of the noduli in all three spatial planes. This 986 
provided a 3D scaffold of the noduli that was then used as the basis for generating a surface 987 
model of this brain region using the Amira wrapping algorithm. Volumetric reconstruction of 988 
selected neuronal fibers was also carried out with the Amira segmentation editor. For this 989 
purpose, cross sections of neuronal profiles were traced in the highest resolution image-plane (x-990 
y plane) for each section until the 3D shape of the neurite of interest became apparent. The 991 
resulting label field was used to generate a surface model of the neurite. Active zones were 992 
identified by aggregations of synaptic vesicles adjacent to an electron-dense part of the neuronal 993 
membrane. Profiles directly opposite of the active zone were identified as postsynaptic. 994 
Confocal imaging was carried out with a Zeiss LSM 510 equipped with a 10x objective 995 
(Plan Apochromat 10x/0.45, water immersion, Zeiss) for imaging large neuropil structures and 996 
whole brains, as well as a 25x long distance objective (LD LCI Plan-Apochromat 25×/0.8 Imm 997 
Corr DIC, Zeiss) for obtaining single-neuron morphologies and high-resolution neuropil dJacata. 998 
Neurons were imaged at a voxel size of 0.3x0.3x0.88 µm. All image stacks together covering the 999 
full extent of one cell were aligned to a common reference frame (using Amira) and used as 1000 
input to the skeletonize plugin [70]. Neurons were traced manually and the resulting skeletons 1001 
were finalized by automatic midline fitting and diameter adjustment (using local brightness 1002 
information of the image data). Neuropils were reconstructed by manual image segmentation of 1003 
key cross-sections of each structure combined with automatic surface wrapping in Amira. This 1004 
was carried out for neuropils innervated by each neuron (based on background staining) as well 1005 
as from anti-Synapsin antibody labeled preparations.  1006 
Reconstructions based on antibody labelling were used to generate a representative 1007 
reference brain, which then served as a shared frame of reference for individual neuron data 1008 
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(neuron atlas). Individual neuron data were registered into this reference brain via manual affine 1009 
registration (nine degrees of freedom). Registration parameters were obtained by registration of 1010 
individual neuropil models to their counterparts in the reference brain. For TN-neurons we used 1011 
the compartments of the CX, as well as the lateral antennal lobe tract as reference structures.  1012 
 1013 
Simulation Methods  1014 
The proposed path integration network was implemented in Python 2.7 (Including scipy, numpy 1015 
and matplotlib external libraries). Animation of the model used the following javascript libraries: 1016 
jQuery, tinycolor, tinygradient. All simulations were carried out on a standard PC (Dell Precision 1017 
7610). We used a simple firing rate model for each neuron [71], in which the output firing rate r 1018 
is a sigmoid function of the input I:  1019 
where parameters a and b control the slope and offset of the sigmoid (see Figure S5 for 1020 
parameter values and curve shapes). Optional Gaussian noise  can be added to the 1021 
output, which is then clipped to fall between 0 and 1. The input I is given by the weighted sum of 1022 
activity of neurons that synapse onto neuron j: 1023 
 1024 
In the current simulation, these weights only take values of 0 (no connection), 1 (excitation) 1025 
or -1 (inhibition) with optional added Gaussian noise . In the case of added noise, 1026 
the sign of weights is preserved by clipping any values that fall outside this range, i.e. excitatory 1027 
connections cannot become inhibitory and vice versa. Rather than tuning the weights, we tune 1028 
the sigmoid function parameters for each neuron type to balance the number and scale of the 1029 
inputs to each layer (see Figure S5A). Tuning was carried out visually, by attempting to ensure 1030 
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that each layer would cover a full range of firing rates during a batch of typical runs. Due to the 1031 
robust nature of this network, many combinations of parameters work and there was no need to 1032 
carry out extensive parameter tuning, e.g. through a grid search. 1033 
The model consists of six layers of neurons, some of which have additional properties to 1034 
those above (described in more detail below): the TN and TL (input) layers receive direct 1035 
sensory input from the agent; the TB1 (compass) layer has self-connection weights with values 1036 
that can fall between -1 and 0; the CPU4 (proposed memory) layer has additional synaptic 1037 
accumulation; and the CPU1 (output) layer connects to the agent's motor system. In the 1038 
following description of the individual layers of our model, we use θ for allocentric and φ for 1039 
egocentric angles. A superscript in parentheses is used to represent values at a particular time 1040 
step, and subscripts are used to differentiate parameters by layer and cell index. 1041 
 1042 
Speed Layer 1 – TN-neurons: In our simulation the speed estimate, in terms of forward-to-1043 
backward optic flow originating from the diagonally offset preference angles of TN-cells on each 1044 
hemisphere, is calculated by   1045 
where v is the velocity of the agent in Cartesian coordinates,  is the current 1046 
heading of the agent and φTN is the preference angle of a TN-neuron, i.e. the point of expansion 1047 
of optic flow that evokes the biggest response. For our model, a default preference angle of 1048 
 was used. TN2-neurons act as a rectified linear function, meaning they respond in a 1049 
positive linearly proportional manner to ITN, but have no response to negative flow (backwards 1050 
motion) (Figure S5A). 1051 
 1052 
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Optional Gaussian noise εr can be added to the output, after which activity is clipped to fall 1053 
between 0 and 1, as above. 1054 
 1055 
Heading Layer 1 – TL-neurons: The first direction-related layer consists of 16 inhibitory 1056 
TL-neurons, which have been shown to be polarization sensitive across a range of insect species 1057 
[13,21,23] and to encode visual landmarks used to compute heading direction in flies (ring 1058 
neurons [11]). Each TL neuron has a preferred direction θTL, with the 16 neurons representing 8 1059 
cardinal directions θTL ∈ {0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4, π, 5π/4 3π/2 7π/4} twice over. Collectively they 1060 
encode the heading of the agent at every time step, by each receiving input activation 1061 
corresponding to the cosine of the angular difference between the current and their preferred 1062 
heading: 1063 
 1064 
 1065 
Heading Layer 2 - CL1-neurons: The 16 CL1-neurons have a response as described in [72], 1066 
i.e., they are inhibited by TL-neuron activity, effectively inverting the polarization response. This 1067 
is included for completeness but makes no functional difference in our current model. 1068 
 1069 
Heading Layer 3 – TB1-neurons: The 8 TB1-neurons receive excitatory input from each 1070 
pair of CL1-neurons that share same directional preference, θTB1. The TB1-layer also contains 1071 
mutually inhibitory connections (Figure S5B), with a weighting that reflects stronger inhibition 1072 
for greater difference in their preferred directions [6,7,11]:   1073 
 1074 
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Where θTB1,i and θTB1,j are the preferred directions of their respective CL1 inputs. The total 1075 
input for each TB1 neuron is: 1076 
 1077 
where c = 0.33 is a scaling factor for the relative effect of lateral TB1 inhibition compared 1078 
to the direct CL1 excitation. This layer thus acts as a ring attractor [41], which creates a stable 1079 
sinusoidal encoding of the heading direction, reducing noise from the previous layers, and 1080 
forming the underpinning for the accurate memory and steering functions in subsequent layers. 1081 
 1082 
Layer 4 - CPU4-neurons: The CPU4-layer consists of 16 neurons. The input for these 1083 
neurons is an accumulation of heading θh(t) of the agent represented by the sinusoidal TB1-1084 
response, modulating the speed signal from the TN2-neurons in the noduli, as reported in the 1085 
current paper. In addition, there is a constant memory decay to all CPU4-cells: 1086 
 1087 
where h = 0.0025 determines the rate of memory accumulation and k = 0.1 the uniform rate 1088 
of memory loss. All memory cells are initialized with a charge of I(0) = 0.5 and as they 1089 
accumulate are clipped on each time step to fall between 0 and 1. The eight TB1-neurons each 1090 
provide input to two CPU4-neurons, each of which also receives input from a single TN2-cell, 1091 
from the opposite hemisphere. As these neurons integrate the velocity (speed and direction) of 1092 
the agent, activity across this layer at any point in time provides a population encoding of the 1093 
home vector. 1094 
 1095 
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Layer 5 - Pontine neurons: 16 pontine neurons project contralaterally and connect two CBU 1096 
columns eight columns apart from one another [30,33,35,45] (see Figures S4E,F; S5B). Each cell 1097 
receives input from one CPU4-column: 1098 
 1099 
 1100 
Layer 6 - CPU1-neurons: The CPU1-layer has 16 neurons. It consists of two subtypes of 1101 
neurons, CPU1a and CPU1b that exhibit distinct projection patterns between the PB and the 1102 
CBU and are conserved across insect species [30,31,33]. Each TB1-neuron provides inhibitory 1103 
inputs (weight = -1) to two CPU1-neurons, in the same pattern as TB1-CPU4 connections. 1104 
Additionally, each CPU4-neuron provides input to a CPU1-neuron, but with the offset 1105 
connectivity pattern shown in Figure 5, which produces the connectivity matrix shown in Figure 1106 
S5B. As TB1-input is inhibitory and CPU4-input excitatory, the effective input to CPU1-cells is 1107 
the difference of the activity in these units, representing the difference between the integrated 1108 
path and the current heading direction. Finally, CPU1-cells also receive inhibitory input from 1109 
contralateral pontine neurons so their total input is: 1110 
 1111 
The CPU1-neurons form two sets, connecting to either the right or left motor units 1112 
(postulated to be located in the lateral accessory lobes, the anatomical convergence site of CPU1-1113 
neurons). The activation of each set is summed, and the difference determines the turning 1114 
direction and angle of the agent. Currently this is done by multiplying the difference in summed 1115 
activity by a constant m = 0.5, which is used to change the heading of the agent by that number 1116 
of radians:  1117 
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  1118 
All connection weight matrices and other model parameters can be seen in Figure S5. In our 1119 
model, the unit of distance is arbitrary, so we describe everything here in terms of steps in x and 1120 
y and time steps t, which provides a meaningful measure of accuracy on a homing task by 1121 
examining the tortuosity of a homing route, the angular errors, and errors relative to the distance 1122 
of the outbound path. Outbound routes were generated by a filtered noise process, approximating 1123 
a second order stochastic differential equation (SDE): 1124 
 1125 
where for each time step the change in angular velocity εω was generated by drawing from a 1126 
von Mises distribution with zero mean: 1127 
 1128 
where µ measures the location and κ is the concentration. For our simulations κ = 100, with 1129 
smaller values increasing the tortuosity of the outbound route. We used λ = 0.4, to minimize 1130 
excessive spiraling motion. Acceleration for outbound routes is generated by drawing  evenly 1131 
spaced values from a uniform distribution: 1132 
  1133 
and setting the acceleration between those points using third order spline interpolation, 1134 
causing the agent to speed up and slow down in a smooth manner, thus imitating natural flight 1135 
behavior. Velocity of the agent is determined at each time step by a linear drag model: 1136 
 1137 
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where FD=0.15 is the default drag. For regular trials amin = 0 and amax = 0.15 were tuned to 1138 
cause v to mostly fall below 0 and 1, allowing the TN cells to capture all speeds without their 1139 
activity saturating, whereas for inbound paths a constant a = 0.1 was used. The agent’s starting 1140 
position on each simulation is x(0) = 0, y(0) = 0. These are updated iteratively depending on the 1141 
velocity. 1142 
 1143 
 1144 
Detailed model assumptions  1145 
Beyond the experimental data, two fundamental assumptions underlie the model: 1) Input and 1146 
output regions of CX-cell types (cell polarity) can be reliably inferred from morphologically 1147 
distinct fiber terminals (smooth versus blebbed). 2) Overlapping fibers with opposite polarity are 1148 
synaptically connected. Combined, this generates systematic connections between all major CX 1149 
cell-types that are dictated directly by their interhemispheric projection patterns. Each of those 1150 
connections is detailed below together with the evidence that directly supports these connections. 1151 
Assumptions strongly supported by evidence are marked with ***, assumptions with weaker 1152 
support are marked with **, while assumptions with little support (i.e. predictions) are marked 1153 
with *. 1154 
***Connectivity – assumption 1: TB1-neurons form a ring attractor network by 1155 
mutually inhibitory connections onto one another, whose synaptic weights increase with 1156 
distance of each TB-neuron pair. Evidence: TB1-cells have no input fibers in PB-columns that 1157 
neighbor their output fibers, i.e. neighboring TB1-cells cannot connect to one another. Second, 1158 
density of input fibers is highest in columns most distant from output fibers. Third, in locusts, 1159 
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responses of CPU1-cells (likely postsynaptic to TB1) are maximally out of phase with TB1-cells, 1160 
indicating that TB1-cells are likely inhibitory. Also, locust TB1-cells contain the neuropeptide 1161 
Allatostatin [7], that has been shown to possess inhibitory receptors. 1162 
***Connectivity – assumption 2: TB1-cells synapse onto CPU1 and CPU4-cells in 1163 
regions of overlapping arborizations. Evidence: Both TB1- and CPU1-cells contribute to the 1164 
mapping of polarized light tunings in locusts, with CPU1-cells out of phase from TB1-cell output 1165 
columns [7]. Additionally, anatomical polarities of CPU1- and TB1-cells are very pronounced 1166 
and CPU1-cells additionally show clear postsynaptic potentials when recorded from the PB [73]. 1167 
Moreover, the TB1-output fibers are the most prominent columnar output arborizations of the PB 1168 
conserved across insects [7,20,31-33]. This leaves these cells as the most likely presynaptic cells 1169 
to all columnar cells with input in the PB, including CPU4-cells. In locusts, CPU4-cells are 1170 
conditionally polarization sensitive, with the PB being the most likely source of this information 1171 
[19]. The only other cell type with major outputs in the PB (likely presynaptic to TB1) are CL1a-1172 
neurons [19,20,30,33]. While a network involving CL1a to CPU1 and CPU4 connections with 1173 
similar overall properties is thinkable, it would be more complex and require more subsequent 1174 
assumptions 1175 
**Connectivity – assumption 3: CPU4-cells synapse onto CPU1-cells in a way that is 1176 
reflected in their arborization patterns. Evidence: In the CBU the polarity of CPU1-cells is 1177 
postsynaptic, while CPU4 anatomy clearly indicates presynaptic terminals [30-33]. Polarity 1178 
predicted by anatomical means (clear varicose versus smooth terminals) in locust and monarch 1179 
butterfly CX has proven correct across species in all cases by mapping of presynaptic marker 1180 
proteins in Drosophila (compare e.g. [30] and [32]). This makes the CPU1-cells (together with 1181 
the highly similar CPU2 cells) the only potential target cells for CPU4-outputs that exist across 1182 
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all species. The only cell type that is equally likely to receive input from the CPU4-cells are 1183 
pontine cells, which provide direct connections between ipsi- and contralateral columns within 1184 
the CBU [30,33-35,45]. As these cells likely also target the CPU1-neurons, there is either a 1185 
direct connection between CPU4- and CPU1-cells, an indirect connection between them, or a 1186 
combination. In fact, our model becomes most robust, if both of these connections are used, 1187 
which also represents the most parsimonious interpretation of the anatomical data: All 1188 
overlapping arborizations with the correct polarity are equally likely to correspond to synaptic 1189 
connections.  1190 
*Memory – assumption 1: CPU4-columns have a mechanism to integrate activity, and 1191 
thus motion. Evidence: Neuronal terminals of Megalopta CPU4-cells in the PB and the noduli 1192 
appear of mixed type, indicating both input and output. In the noduli, our EM-work in 1193 
bumblebees shows that arborization patterns of CPU4-cells are highly overlapping, in particular 1194 
between the 19 cells from the same fiber bundle (corresponding to one PB-column), generating a 1195 
sufficiently large population of cells for memory formation and the spatial proximity needed for 1196 
column-intrinsic circuits. Furthermore, synaptic connections exist between small EM-profiles 1197 
within the noduli, most likely corresponding to CPU4-cells, while individual CPU4-cells contain 1198 
both input and output synapses in the noduli. Finally, preliminary recordings in Megalopta have 1199 
shown responses to translational optic flow in CPU4-cells (data not shown), while in locusts 1200 
these cells show context dependent responses to compass stimuli [19].  1201 
*Memory – assumption 2: Pontine cells of the CX use inhibition to balance the 1202 
memory in the CPU4 populations, causing the overall activity on the right brain 1203 
hemisphere and the left brain hemisphere to remain the same. Evidence: Pontine cells are 1204 
highly conserved and are found across all species examined [34,35,45-47]. They have a pattern 1205 
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of midline crossing connectivity uniquely suited to bridge output regions of CPU4-cells and 1206 
contralateral input regions of CPU1-cells. These cells have been shown to contain 1207 
neuromodulators in locusts (CCAP (crustacean cardioactive peptide) [47] and nitric oxide 1208 
[45,46]) and thus could act through inhibitory metabotropic receptors. Finally, preliminary 1209 
intracellular recordings from Megalopta pontine cells have revealed pronounced, yet non-1210 
stereotypical responses to translational optic flow (data not shown). 1211 
**Steering – assumption 1: Activity is summed for CPU1 on each hemisphere to drive 1212 
steering. Evidence: Anatomically, CPU1-neurons converge in highly overlapping regions of the 1213 
LAL in all species examined [30-33]. Furthermore, in Monarch butterflies and locusts, neurons 1214 
potentially postsynaptic to CPU1-cells occupy identical regions of the LAL and connect to 1215 
posterior regions of the brain that provide input to descending pathways [10,19]. Additionally, 1216 
polarized-light tuning has been found in locust neurons interconnecting the LALs of the right and 1217 
left brain hemisphere [19]. Highly similar cells are involved in generating steering in response to 1218 
pheromone pulses in the moth Bombyx mori [36,37].  1219 
*Steering – assumption 2: CPU4-cells have no influence on steering when the animal is 1220 
not in a homing state. Evidence: The decoupling of memory and steering is necessary during 1221 
behavioral episodes where memory does not drive behavior. This occurs either at the output or 1222 
input of CPU1-neurons, thus disabling memory to either reach CPU1-cells or the motor circuit of 1223 
the LAL. Even though there is no direct evidence for this strong state-dependent switch in active 1224 
synaptic transmission, there is strong evidence for state-dependent change in neural signaling in 1225 
the CX in general [19,64], combined with a rich variety of neuromodulator expression in this 1226 
region [65,66].  1227 
 1228 
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Probing the limits of the path integration circuit 1229 
To explore the effects of altering different model parameters on the path integration 1230 
performance, a set of values were chosen for each parameter and N=2000 homing tasks were 1231 
completed for each value: 1000 trials at default neural activity noise variance σr2=0.1 and 1000 at 1232 
no noise. Small changes to weight matrices between cells were tested by modifying σw2 ∈ {0, 1233 
0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2}. Perturbations to the angular offset of the speed neurons were made by 1234 
changing the preference angle between 0 and  so that  where x ∈ {0,...,8}. 1235 
Experiments were carried out with a rotation-dependent offset to the preference angle of the 1236 
compass input neurons (TL and CL). Peak activity would pre-empt the preference angle, similar 1237 
to the tuning found in real recordings as shown in Figure 1G. A gradually increasing angle of 1238 
perturbation was used: 1239 
 1240 
where x ∈ {0,...,8}. Finally, TN input was smoothed to mimic delayed responses seen in 1241 
Figure 2D. An exponential moving average was used so that: 1242 
 1243 
where . 1244 
Furthermore, to test the effects of saturated speed signals, we increased the speed of the agent, 1245 
with the intention of saturating the activity of TN neurons. Acceleration was increased in 5 equal 1246 
increments up to three times the amount in our default settings, which was initially set to provide 1247 
a full range of neural activity. 1248 
 1249 
Testing of the model in an agent simulation 1250 
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Each trial was evaluated at five values of noise: σr2 ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. The effect of these 1251 
noise levels on the sigmoid I/O functions for all neurons is illustrated in Figure S5A. As a 1252 
control, attempting to find home using a random walk with similar parameters to the outbound 1253 
route generation mechanism was also included. N=100 trials were run at twenty distances 1254 
ranging between 10 and 10,000 steps. The trials distances were equally spaced on a logarithmic 1255 
scale: 1256 
 1257 
where x ∈{0,1, …, 20}. In each trial a unique route was generated up to a turning point. For 1258 
each route the agent was given the same number of return steps as the outbound steps. The 1259 
closest distance (in steps) that the agent obtained from the nest during this length-limited return 1260 
path was used to quantify the homing success (Figure 7A). Accuracy can also be evaluated by 1261 
whether the agent was heading the right way towards the nest shortly after it began homing, a 1262 
commonly used technique when conducting field experiments with homing insects [74]. Homing 1263 
direction was determined by measuring the angle when the agent exited a perimeter with 20 step 1264 
radius around the turning point. The homing angle and correct angle between the nest and the 1265 
turning point was compared (Figure 7B). Location estimate was decoded directly from the built-1266 
up memory representation of CPU4-neurons (before the addition of output noise) by summing 1267 
the two CPU4 subpopulations as shown in Figure S6. Finally, to show that the agent was moving 1268 
towards the nest in a relatively straight manner we measured the tortuosity of the return route, 1269 
using the formula: 1270 
 1271 
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where L is the straight distance to the nest, and C is the distance towards the nest that the agent 1272 
has covered after L steps, i.e., C = L – dL, where dL is the distance of the agent from the nest 1273 
after L steps (Figure 7C). 1274 
 1275 
Testing of the model in a robotic implementation 1276 
We have implemented the CX model on a custom robot platform which combines a Dangu 1277 
Rover 5 chassis with a motorboard, Arduino Mega 2560 and a Nexus 5 Android smart-phone. 1278 
Visual input is obtained from the front camera of the phone with a 360˚ lens attachment, and 1279 
preprocessed to produce a 10x90 pixel image capturing approximately ±20˚ elevation around the 1280 
horizon.  1281 
Speed input is calculated using optic flow on the low-resolution greyscale image obtained 1282 
from the phone. We apply the dense optic flow 'Farneback' algorithm using the OpenCV 1283 
calcOpticFlowFarneback function, which produces a motion vector for every pixel. We create 1284 
two filters for the preferred optic flow for each pixel column, corresponding to the preferences 1285 
observed in the data for left and right TN-neurons, i.e., the horizontal flow expected from 1286 
translation in the direction ± π/4 respectively. These filters are multiplied with the observed 1287 
vector for each pixel and the sum taken over the whole image to obtain the speed. In testing, this 1288 
speed measure is noisy and dependent on the distance of objects from the robot, but on average 1289 
scales linearly with the speed of the robot and proved sufficient for path integration. 1290 
Compass information is taken from the phone's GAME_ROTATION_VECTOR which uses 1291 
a combination of gyroscope and accelerometer to estimate the phone's yaw, pitch and roll. 1292 
Mounted flat on the robot and operating on a flat floor, the yaw output provided a reliable 1293 
heading direction with negligible drift or cumulative error over the run lengths used to test the 1294 
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system, although in future a compass sense with an absolute external reference would be needed 1295 
to emulate the celestial compass used by bees. 1296 
The computational CX model described above was re-coded in Java to run on the phone, 1297 
using the sensory inputs as described, but with no other modifications. A preprogrammed 1298 
random path drives the robot on its outbound route, while the home vector accumulates in CPU4 1299 
memory neurons. To return home, the motor output (the difference in activity of left and right 1300 
CPU1 steering neurons) is translated into action by veering left or right (setting wheel speeds in 1301 
the ratio 1:10) if the respective activity difference exceeds a threshold, and otherwise driving 1302 
straight. 1303 
 1304 
Mathematical framework 1305 
An intuitive way to understand how our CX model achieves path integration is to think in terms 1306 
of the addition of sinusoids at the fundamental frequency, i.e. with a period of 2π, similar to a 1307 
theoretical solution to path integration proposed by [48]. Due to the lateral inhibition of the TB1 1308 
(compass) cells, the activity bump across these neurons in the protocerebral bridge is roughly 1309 
sinusoidal and can be used to encode an allocentric heading. We propose that the amplitude of 1310 
this activity bump is scaled in a speed dependent manner by TN (speed) neurons and is 1311 
repeatedly added at the CPU4 (memory) neurons where these two signals converge. A theoretical 1312 
outline of why this works is given below, before elaborating on how this fits in with the 1313 
architecture of the CX. 1314 
 Any point in R2 (standard vector space of real numbers in two dimensions) can be 1315 
expressed as a sinusoid representing polar coordinates, where the amplitude captures the radial 1316 
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coordinate and the phase shift captures the angular coordinate. A population of cells using a 1317 
sinusoid to encode a location could be described as: 1318 
 1319 
where A represents the distance travelled, α represents the heading and each cell has its own 1320 
preference angle θ. A property of this representation is that any linear combination of two 1321 
sinusoids with the same period results in another sinusoid with same period, but different 1322 
amplitude and phase shift: 1323 
 1324 
For any x,y ∈  R we can write  and  with  and R>0. 1325 
 1326 
 1327 
 1328 
To find R and ψ we can use the Pythagorean identity: 1329 
 1330 
 1331 
1332 
 1333 
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After summing two sinusoids representing consecutive movement vectors the resulting 1334 
amplitude and phase shift correspond to a sinusoid matching a vector that is the sum of both 1335 
(Figure S6C). Therefore, by summing the corresponding activity of both cell groups we retain a 1336 
population code that remains accurately pointing to the new location. 1337 
 These properties prove to be useful in several ways for the CX. A single sinusoid (TB1) 1338 
is repeatedly subtracted (due to inhibition) to form a consistent memory representing a home 1339 
vector (CPU4). Different speeds can also be captured by modulating the amplitude of the 1340 
sinusoid (TN). 1341 
 Motion on a plane can be tracked by measuring the velocity component (speed) along 1342 
vectors at two offset angles (θh ± φTN), forming a basis. In general, the motion may be 1343 
holonomic, that is the head direction (origin of egocentric coordinate system) and direction of 1344 
motion may not be aligned. The two velocity components are stored in two separate memories, 1345 
the two duplicate populations of CPU4, and could be summed and decoded by re-aligning the 1346 
sinusoids correctly. In our case, we propose the modulation of the sinusoid happens by 1347 
inhibition, meaning that the shape of the compass (TB) cannot be inverted (multiplied by a 1348 
negative constant). Because of this only partial holonomic motion can be accurately integrated, 1349 
with a direction of motion between  and  as defined in the Methods section when 1350 
describing the Speed Layer 1. Another way to think about this circuit is as a re-projection from 1351 
an egocentric basis defined with respect to the heading angle at θh±φTN to an allocentric one 1352 
defined with respect to the angle of the sun at θTB1±φTN, where all CPU4 cells with input from 1353 
the same TB1 cell store motion projected on to their basis vector, at  intervals (8 columns) 1354 
creating a redundant memory. 1355 
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 By element-wise multiplying two discrete sinusoids and summing the output, you can 1356 
determine how much their phase is aligned. The offset between current heading (TB1) and 1357 
desired heading (CPU4) is estimated through inhibition of the CPU4 activity from connecting 1358 
TB1 cells. 1359 
 As the animal rotates, the TB1 sinusoid is shifted with respect to the memory. A low 1360 
response indicates high overlap as all highly active cells are suppressed by the TB1 inhibition, 1361 
meaning current and desired heading are similar. However, due to the CPU4-TB1-CPU1 1362 
connectivity pattern, when comparing CPU4 to the TB1 signal, the two populations that make up 1363 
the composite memory are each shifted by one column, increasing the existing offset of both 1364 
memories caused by the TN cell preferences to approximately ± . Therefore, a strong alignment 1365 
with one CPU4 sub-population means the desired heading is approximately  to the left, and 1366 
with the other  to the right. These two values are combined to drive steering as can be seen in 1367 
Figure S6D-F. In the case of  we can prove that the circuit steers correctly. The 1368 
compound memory can be expressed as a function f(θ), the sum of two memory sinusoids in the 1369 
same coordinate space (Figure S6E), where the peak indicates the desired heading: 1370 
 1371 
To find the stationary points which implicitly defines the θ corresponding to the desired heading: 1372 
 1373 
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The correct heading is found when both sinusoids are offset by ± π/2 and are equal. This is the 1374 
case due to the combined  and the additional π/4 columnar offset. However, the circuit 1375 
still operates robustly with different φTN values (See results below). At a cellular scale, the 1376 
steering mechanism can also be understood by observing the activity of a single TB1 compass 1377 
cell, the corresponding pairs of CPU1 steering cells, and both CPU4 memory cells that connect 1378 
to them, (Figure S6B). When TB1i= θh-π , it is most inactive, so the CPU4 synapsing on to the 1379 
corresponding CPU1 will be least suppressed. As the two CPU4 are ±π/2 offset from the TB1 1380 
cell, the memory cells that capture the portion of the home vector pointing in θh±π/2 will be 1381 
weighted the most when steering. If the CPU4 with a preference angle of θh-π/2 is higher than 1382 
that of the with preference θh+π/2, the agent will turn to the left to head home and vice versa. 1383 
The pontine cells projecting from CPU4 to CPU1 act as an inhibitory stabilizer. In effect this 1384 
normalizes both memory sinusoids, ensuring they have the same mean activity, meaning one will 1385 
not dominate due to unbalanced charging by different TN neurons. 1386 
 A useful side-effect of this representation is that it becomes trivial to extract a polar 1387 
coordinate from the population code, e.g. for a waggle dance, by finding the cells with peak 1388 
activity, while retaining many of the attractive properties of a Cartesian coordinate system [75]. 1389 
For species that migrate or just want to move in a fixed direction for a while, a permanent or 1390 
semi-permanent bump in the CPU4 cells would cause them to move consistently in that 1391 
direction. If retrieving previously visited locations and putting them to CPU4 memory is 1392 
possible, then this could be done as either a homebound or outward vector, depending on 1393 
whether the stored memory is added or subtracted from a zero-state memory. In addition, a 1394 
sequence of known paths that link together known landmarks could be sequentially added to 1395 
memory, resulting in a total home vector, similarly to the addition during normal path 1396 
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integration, meaning the animal could perform shortcuts over previously unvisited terrain. The 1397 
state of the home vector upon return to the nest could potentially also be used as an error signal. 1398 
By inhibiting a stored vector with the remaining home vector, both the outbound and inbound PI 1399 
estimates could be combined in a weighted manner to provide a more accurate waggle dance. 1400 
  1401 
A fully holonomic path integrator 1402 
The described model can successfully capture holonomic movements in a range of ± π/2  1403 
deviation of body axis and movement direction. This is in line with the observation that honey 1404 
bees maintain a steady head direction aligned with their average flight direction during 1405 
behavioral experiments. However, bees also perform hovering flights when close to food sources 1406 
as well as orientation flights when leaving the nest. During those flight segments, no significant 1407 
distances are covered. Even though these flight segments are not perfectly captured, our model 1408 
performs with only minor errors when including them in the outbound trajectory. Nevertheless, 1409 
given that bees perform fully holonomic flight maneuvers, we deemed it desirable to explore the 1410 
possibility of expanding our model to enable integration of those flight segments. In fact, only a 1411 
single additional assumption must be made to transform our partial holonomic model into a fully 1412 
holonomic model, without contradicting anatomical and physiological data. To achieve this, the 1413 
TB1 activity bump, indicating compass direction, must be able to affect CPU4 memory in either 1414 
an additive or subtractive manner (in the current model it is purely additive) using the input of all 1415 
four TN neurons identified in this study (i.e. speed neurons and inverted speed neurons; Figures 1416 
2,3). This could be done by the activation from TB1 cells effectively acting as a gating 1417 
mechanism to either positive or negative effects on the memory from opposing TN cells. The 1418 
implemented results are shown in Figure S7. 1419 
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 1420 
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  1421 
Action potentials were extracted from the recorded voltage traces using threshold based event 1422 
detection in MATLAB. Only recordings with stable baseline were evaluated. Timing of events 1423 
was then correlated to the recorded stimulus traces by custom designed analysis scripts.  1424 
 For all presented neuron types, numbers of recorded cells can be found in the results 1425 
section as well as in the figure legends. Within each cell type the number of cells always equals 1426 
the number of bees used. 1427 
For optic-flow stimuli each stimulus bout was analyzed independently. Spikes were counted 1428 
in bins of 0.25 s during stimulation intervals and the resulting mean frequencies were plotted for 1429 
display of individual stimulus responses. To calculate tuning curves, the last 2 s of each stimulus 1430 
interval was used to compute the mean response frequency for the analyzed condition and plotted 1431 
against either stimulus velocity or spatial frequency. Background activity of a neuron was 1432 
calculated as the mean activity during 2 s before onset of the first stimulus. For averaging tuning 1433 
curves, we normalized each individual tuning curve to its maximal value and then calculated the 1434 
mean and standard deviation of each stimulus condition across all recorded neurons of the same 1435 
type. Mean normalized background activity was calculated accordingly.  1436 
 Receptive field mapping was analyzed by finding the number of events during each 1437 
frame of the display of the moving bar (192 frames per rotations; 6 s per rotation) and averaging 1438 
the resulting frequencies over three neighboring frames (resulting bin duration: ca. 0.1 s). The 1439 
mean across the two stimulations with identical movement direction was calculated for each bin 1440 
and the result was low pass filtered (window-size: 3 bins) to display receptive field responses of 1441 
individual cells. Filtered data were normalized to peak frequency and averaged across neurons of 1442 
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the same type. Directional preference was calculated for each azimuth bin by vector addition of 1443 
clockwise and counter-clockwise response strength. The resulting vector was displayed as an 1444 
arrow, whose length and direction correspond to the local tuning preference. Mean and 1445 
individual receptive fields were displayed either as vector maps of local tuning preferences 1446 
projected onto a 32x192 matrix (dimension of LED arena) or as line plots (mean ±SD).  1447 
Translational optic flow with different expansion points was analyzed as for tuning curve 1448 
analysis of other optic flow stimuli. The resulting mean frequencies during each stimulation 1449 
interval were then displayed in a circular plot against the azimuth of expansion of the optic flow. 1450 
The maximally effective stimulus was calculated by converting the mean spike frequencies of 1451 
each response to a distribution of azimuth angles (spike frequency = frequency of corresponding 1452 
azimuth angle in the distribution). The circular mean of this distribution was calculated with the 1453 
circular statistics package for MATLAB [67].  1454 
Polarized-light stimuli were analyzed by assigning angles (position of the polarizer) to each 1455 
spike-event. This list of angles was used to display data in circular plots (bin size 10˚, converted 1456 
from spike count to frequency by dividing by bin duration) and to perform statistical analysis in 1457 
MATLAB. A cell was rated polarization sensitive if the distribution of action potentials during a 1458 
rotation of the polarizer was significantly different from a uniform distribution (Rayleigh test for 1459 
axial data; alpha level 0.05). Clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations of the polarizer were 1460 
analyzed separately. Tuning curves were calculated by normalizing each response to its peak 1461 
firing rate, adjusting the minimum firing rate during stimulation to zero, and shifting the curve, 1462 
so that peak activity coincided with 0˚ E-vector angle. The width of the tuning curve at half-1463 
maximal excitation was taken as the tuning width.  1464 
 1465 
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DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY  1466 
All code used for the described simulation is available at 1467 
https://github.com/InsectRobotics/path-integration. For most cell types, 3D neuronal anatomies 1468 
based on confocal microscopy can be found in the InsectBrainDatabase 1469 
(www.insectbraindb.org). The neurons have been deposited in the InsectBrainDatabase under the 1470 
following neuron identification numbers (NINs): NIN-0000061 (TN1-cells left; 1471 
https://www.insectbraindb.org/neurons/61/), NIN-0000062 (TN1-cells right; 1472 
https://www.insectbraindb.org/neurons/62/ ), NIN-0000121 (TN2-cells, left; 1473 
https://www.insectbraindb.org/neurons/121/), NIN-0000222 (TN2-cells, right; 1474 
https://www.insectbraindb.org/neurons/222/), NIN-0000100 (TL-cells left; 1475 
https://www.insectbraindb.org/neurons/100/ ), NIN-0000221(CPU4-cell; 1476 
https://www.insectbraindb.org/neurons/221/),  NIN-0000198 and NIN-0000200 (Pontine cell-1477 
types: https://www.insectbraindb.org/neurons/198/; 1478 
https://www.insectbraindb.org/neurons/200/).  1479 
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Supplemental movie legends 1480 
 1481 
Movie S1. TN-cell morphology; related to Figure 2. 1482 
3D reconstruction of TN1 (blue) and TN2 (orange) cells shown with and without neuropils (grey) of the Megalopta 1483 
reference brain. 1484 
 1485 
Movie S2. Model animation; related to Figure 5.  1486 
Top left: Top-down view of the agent in a simulated environment. Purple: Foraging with randomly varying 1487 
acceleration and heading. Green: The agent homes towards the nest and begins a systematic search. Right: 1488 
Corresponding activity in the neural circuit (top: arranged by a force directed graph; bottom: layered arrangement 1489 
resembling anatomy more closely). Green: TB1-cells (compass). Orange: CPU4-columns (memory). Brown: TN-1490 
cells (speed). Blue: CPU1-cells (steering). The summed CPU1 activity drives left and right steering during homing. 1491 
Bottom left: Simulated Calcium imaging experiment for CL1, TB1, CPU4 and CPU1 populations. 1492 
 1493 
Movie S3. Robot implementation of the bee CX path integration circuit; related to Figure 6.  1494 
A wheeled robotic platform was equipped with the circuit derived from the bee CX and successfully performed 1495 
homing behavior. 1496 
